ESG DATA ALLOWS YOU TO GET A BROADER PICTURE OF A COMPANY’S PERFORMANCE

Issues such as climate change, diversity, human rights, business ethics, and corporate governance are at the forefront of public and political attention. Integrate metrics and scores which indicate sustainability into your research.

BENEFITS

- Transparent ESG data and scores for 10,000+ companies, 80% of global market cap across 76 countries
- 450+ active ESG data points: 115+ environmental, 160+ social, 190+ governance
- History dating back to 2002

USE-CASES

- Screen for ESG mandates and drill down into company-specific metrics
- Monitor carbon footprint and reporting for meet regulatory requirements

RESEARCH WITH ESG

The Gender Pay Gap and your Investment Strategies, Refinitiv
Sustainability trends and the automotive industry: Truckification and Electrification, Refinitiv
ESG vs. financial performance of large cap firms, Refinitiv

CONTACT US FOR SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION:
WRDS | www.whartonwrds.com | wrds@wharton.upenn.edu
THOMSON / REFINITIV | www.reﬁnitiv.com | wrds@reﬁnitiv.com